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z-Ideals and Prime Ideals 
A useful concept in studying the ideal structure of the ring C(S) of con- 
tinuous real-valued functions is that of a z-ideal. In this paper we carry this 
idea over to more general rings. Section 1 gives some preliminary results on 
z-ideals, and Section 2 applies these to a stud!, of certain ordered rings. 
A z-ideal Z of C(X) has th e o f 11 owing interesting property, shared also b!, 
the prime ideals: cl2 -L 6” E Z .- a E Z and h E I. In Section 3 we generalize 
this to homogeneous forms f(X1 ,..., X,L) of degree IZ and ask which ideals Z 
have the property that f(n, ,..., a,() t Z -- uj E Z for all j. Best results arc 
obtained for norm forms and binary quadratic forms. 
Throughout this paper, ZZ is a commutative associative ring with 1. \Ve let 
,H denote its maximal ideal space and put &‘(a) L= (M t &7 i a E Mj for all 
a E R, and &Z(Z) {AZ E,&’ 1 Z C AZ: for all ideals Z of R. Put rad Z 
n {P 1 P is a prime ideal, P 2 Z}. 
DEFINITIOK. An ideal Z of R is a z-ideal if [&(a) -A(b) and h E Zj m:- a E I. 
Equivalently, since J/I(a) 2 A(6) iff ,&(a) ~~- A(ab), 1 is a z-ideal iff 
{A’(u) 2 &k’(h) and b E Z] :- a t Z. 
It is clear from the definition that the family of z-ideals contains A, and 
is closed under intersection. Thus the Jacobson radical / is a z-ideal, and in 
fact it is contained in ever! z-ideal. For if s E /, Z is anv z-ideal, and b E I 
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then Ufl(.v) == ,fl S &V(b) so .Y ~1. Therefore the z-ideal structure of R is 
equivalent to that of R/ J and so we adopt the blanket assumption that J = 0. 
Then R can be represented as a subdirect product of fields Fi where the 
canonical projections pi : R --f Fi are onto. Since p;‘(O) is then maximal in R, 
all intersections of such ideals are z-ideals in R. Thus intersections of maximal 
ideals are in a sense the most obvious z-ideals; they will be called strong 
z-ideals. It is easy to check that I is a strong x-ideal iff for J, K ideals 
(,R(K) Z ,,i/( J) and J C 11 =‘- K L I. Al so any principal z-ideal aR is strong, 
for if s t n C-V ~ 342 an], then &(x) > A(aR) -: &(a) SO x E czR. In 
general the strong z-ideals are not the only z-ideals (see, e.g., [5, p. 281) 
although. for esample, if R is a Jacobson ring, every z-ideal is strong in view 
of Lemma 1 .O below. 
Every ideal I is contained in a least z-ideal, namely, I, (I {J 1 I , J is a 
z-ideal). Among several easilv verified properties of I, WC mention onlv two: 
(d) (1”): = 5: for all positive integers 72; 
(I)) Ii rad1CI:. 
From (b) we have directlv: 
~~EiVIiV:l 1 .o. Ever? x-ideal is the intersection of the minimal prime ideals 
containing it. 
XIorcover, these are also z-ideals: 
‘I‘H~RE~I 1.1. If P is minimal in the class of prime ideals confaini?zy a z-ideal 
I, then Z-’ is a c-ideal (cf. [5, p. 1971). 
z’loo$. \Ve show that if Q is a prime ideal containing Z which is not a 
~--ideal, it is not minimal. For if Q is not a ,r z-ideal then there exists, a 6 ,O 
and h E Q such that &(a) > &‘(6). Put S = R - 0 u (~5’~ / n E LV and c C$ Q). 
This is a multiplicatively closed set disjoint from 1, for 
But c $ Q, n 6 Q, and Q is prime. Hence there is an ideal Q’ 2 I which is 
maximal with respect to the propertv 0’ n S = C. Rv a well-known result it 
. - is prime, and clearly 0 3 0’. --f- 
‘?OROI.I..1RI.. The minimal prime ideals of R are z-ideals. 
In view of the theorem, special attention will be paid in the sequel to prime 
z-ideals, as they determine all z-ideals. We first give a characterization of 
Van Neumann regular rings. 
‘I’HliOREM 1 .2. The followirtg are equkalent in a ring R: 
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(a) Every ideal is a strong z-ideal. 
(b) Every ideal is a z-ideal. 
(c) Every principal ideal is a z-ideal. 
(d) R is regular. 
Proof. Clearly (a) 2 (b) -:- (c). (c) -. (d): Since 1’ _ (I”), 1: 1 for- 
any principal z-ideal, therefore for any a E R, a’R = aR. (d) .- (a): Ever! 
ideal in a regular ring is the intersection of the maximal ideals containing it. 
If 1, J are ideals, we put as usual (J : I) [Y E R j rl L J) and we write 
Ann I for (0 : I). 
PROPOSITIOX 1.3. !f J ‘: 15 a z-ideal, so is (/ : I) for any I. 
Proof. If A!(a) > &T(b), where 61 L J, then I K(ai) 1 A’(bi) for all i t I. 
Since bi E /, ai E 1 for all i t I, i.e., a E (J : I), 
It follows that Ann I is a x-ideal for every ideal I and since a maximal 
annihilator Ann(aR) is a prime ideal, it is a prime z-ideal. If P is any prime 
ideal, the I-’ component of 0 is 0, :- {a t R 31  $ I-’ such that ah =-~ 0). Since 
0, =y Uw ,4nn b, Op is a z-ideal. (It is trivial to check that when the union of 
z-ideals is an ideal, it is a x-ideal.) When ME ~‘7, it is known [4] that 
(a) OM is contained in a unique maximal ideal (viz. .lf) iti,// is Hausdorff 
in the usual Zariski topology. 
(1~) P prime and PC ;\f m:- 0, L I’. 
If follovvs that when JY is a Tz space, 111 contains a nonmaximal prime 1’ 
iff -12 -/ O,,,, For if N 2 f’, Ow C P by (b) so ~‘lf # O,,,, Conversely, O,,{ ,
being a a-ideal, is an intersection of prime ideals which must be contained in 
,U by (a) and in fact properly since AZ + ON 
Clearly if the prime ideals containing a x-ideal I form a chain, then I is 
a prime z-ideal. Moreover, if the prime ideals containing every prime ideal 
form a chain then a z-ideal I is prime iff 1 contains a prime ideal. 
LElMMA 1 .4. In u Pytifer domain, every a-ideal which is coutainrd in N 
unique maximal ideal is a prime z-ideal. In any ring, if A4 E Al has the property 
that every finitely penerated ideal I C Al is principal, then ever? z-ideal 
contained is no other maximal ideal but 121 is a prime z-ideal. 
Proof. In a Priifer domain, the prime ideals contained in a given prime 
form a chain. In the second case we apply a known result [4] which says that 
when every finitely generated ideal contained in an ideal J is principal, the 
prime ideals contained in J form a chain. Kate that Bezout domains are 
examples of both cases. 
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THEOREM 1.5. If P is a prime ideal, then either P is a z-ideal or the maximal 
z-ideals contained in P are prime a-ideals. 
Pvoqf. Put S = [z-ideals C P}. Then 0 E S and S is inductive so b\ 
Zorn’s Icmma, S has maximal elements. Let I be one. Then I =: P iff 1’ is a 
prime z-ideal. If I g P then there exists a prime ideal Q minimal with respect 
to containing I and contained in P; Q j P since Q will be a z-ideal (Theorem 
1.1). 1Ioreover, either Q .=~: I in which case I is prime, or 1s Q, which 
contradicts the maximalitv of 1. 
A ininimal z-ideal is a nonzero x-ideal which contains no z-ideal except 0. 
I<vcn though minimal prime ideals exist, minimal z-ideals may not. However, 
I’aot~osrrto~ 1.6. !f R has minimal noxzero ideals, they are strong minimal 
--ideals. x 
Proof. AY minimal ideal has the form eR where e? e. But rR 
Ann(( I p)R) is a z-ideal and since it is principal, it is strong. 
Suppose R has minimal z-ideals (though not necessarih minimal I!deals). 
If I is one such then the z-i deal Ann( 1 - X) C I for all s E 1, so either (a) 
Ann( I ~~ .x) 0 for all s, or (b) Ann( I - X) ~~ I for some .s. There exist 
rings in which (a) cannot occur. If we write 
772(I) =I {x / .\’ y= ax for some a E 11 = u Ann( 1 - .y) 
.ZCI 
then [7] if I /“c(1) ~~ ,V(~z(l)) condition (a) will not hold. Again if R is ,weakl\ 
regular (ev-cry nonzero ideal contains an idempotent ,L 0), everv ideal has 
an element e such that Ann(l - e) / 0 and (a) does not hold. In such rings, 
.T CI Ann( 1 - .v) -:- I ::- sR, where .G =m s so these z-ideals are again strong 
and minimal. 
I,et f: R--f S be a ring homomorphism. By the contraction of an ideal J 
of S v’c mean .f ‘.I. 
I,EMM~ 1 .j’. Ezery z-ideal of S contracts to a n-ideal of R ij” erery maximal 
ideal qf S contracts to a z-ideal of R. 
Proof: The “only if” part is trivial. Conversely, suppose J is a z-ideal in 
S, a r,f *J and ‘NR(a) -~&‘~(b). Thenf(a) E N (N maximal in S) =’ a E f IN, 
which is a z-ideal in R. Hence b E f PlfV, i.e., f(b) E N. Thus we have shown 
that ~//S(,f(a)) = .sH.y(f(b)) and f(a) is in the z-ideal J so f(b) E Jr, i.e., 
b E.f ‘1. 
For example, if f is a ring surjection, or if S is an integral extension of R 
then every z-ideal of S contracts to a z-ideal of R. 
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We mention in passing that kerf will be a z-ideal if there csist ideals Ii 
in S such that n Ji = 0 andf -‘,I; is a z-ideal for all i. For then ker,f f l0 
.fpi(n Ji) : nf mlJi is an intersection of x-ideals. 
Put D(a) m= ,fl - .&‘(a), so D(a) is a basic open set in &‘. 
DEFINITION. An ideal I of R is called round if Vf E 13g E I and k t R such 
that 
.dqg) c D(/?) c d!(f). (1) 
A round ideal is a z-ideal; in fact ifft dl -.. b E 111 andfe I then the same 
g and h will do for 6. If I is an ideal, put nz(1) ~=~ {f E R / Slg E I, h E R such 
that (1) holds}. We propose to show that under suitable conditions. ~(1) is 
a round z-ideal contained in I. We first note that 
LEMMA I .8. m(I) is an ideal; in fact m(Z) =: uotl Ann( 1 -~ g). 
Proof. If ,fg -=,f, then g E M 3 1 - g $ 1U 2) f E d2, so 
(J Ann( I - g) E tn(1). 
Conversely, if.f E in there exist g E I, h E R such that (1) holds. Then fh ~: 0 
or else fh $ M for some M whence ,f $ dl and h $ M. Thus h t Ann(f). 
Moreover, gR -+ hR : = R; otherwise gR -+ hR C N for some X E J? whence 
both g E IV and h E N, again contradicting (1). Therefore since g t I we have 
I + Ann(f) == R, which is equivalent to saying f E U Ann( 1 - g). 
Finally, iff( 1 - g) 2 : 0 andf’( 1 ~~ g’) -:= 0 then as above, I -I- iznn(f) : R 
so I ~ i + a where uf _ 0 and similarly 1 =z i’ -AL. a’. Then a direct 
calculation shows that 1 ~7 ii’ -t ai’ -/- ia’ + au’ E I 4 Ann(f -- .I”). Also, 
if h E R, I _ i + a ~1 + Ann@), and so nz(1) is an ideal. 
It follows directly from the lemma that m(1) is a z-ideal, and furthermore 
that m(1) !L I. 
PROl’OSITION 1 .9. When .A’ is Hausdoovff, m(I) is round [i.e., VZ(VE(I)) m(1)] 
for any ideal I. 
Provf. It suffices to show nz(1) c 9949941)). IffE nz(l), then there exist g t I 
and 12 E R such that &‘(g) C D(h) _C A’(.f). Therefore d(g) and “fl(/z) arc 
disjoint closed sets in J&‘. Since J&’ is compact (being Hausdorff) it is normal, 
so there exist disjoint open sets I- = U D(h,) and 1: = (J D(g,) such that 
&‘(g) C K and ,&(h) C C. Therefore g E il!f -.- hi $ hf for some i and b! 
disjointness, k, $ M -:- gj E M for all j which in turn implies h $ L1II. whence 
f E 112; thus if we take any gj , it is in m(1) and is the element required to 
satisfy (1) (along with the original lz E R). 
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It appears to be difficult to determine when the sum of z-ideals is again 
a z-ideal. By way of a very partial result we can show that the sum of two 
z-ideals of the tvpe m(Z) is sometimes a z-ideal of the same type. First we 
need a lemma. 
Proof. (a), (1~) See [7]. (c) Use (a). 
Ekmm~rox 1.11. When .&‘(I) = A(m(Z)), m(l) + m(J) = m(l -+ J) 
Proof. If 1 + J = R we are done by (b) of the lemma. If Z + J$ R, 
since ,,(I 1 J) 3 m(Z) and m(J) we have nz(Z -I- J) 1, VZ(Z) -C nz(J). Conversely, 
writing 
1 =- n .lr, m(m(l)-- m(J))cm(l)-i~(J)c~(Z1J)-CI+JCf+J. 
ME./l(I) 
___ -_ 
By the hypothesis, Z + J C m(Z) + m(J) C m(Z) + m(J). Applying the lemma 
with the role of J taken by m(Z + ,Z) and that of I by m(Z) + m(J) gives 
m(fq) 4 W(J)) = m(m(Z + J)) m(Z -{- J) by Proposition 1.9, so 
m(Z -L J) c m(Z) -t m(J) 
and the proof is complete. 
We wish to determine conditions under which Z =: m(Z) and for this it is 
convenient to discuss rings with the following property: 
For all ideals Z, {&‘(a) i a E I) is closed under finite intersection. (2) 
For example, C(X) has this property since a2 + h2 E JI 3 a 6 M and 
b E M for all M f ,V. 
THEOREM 1.12. Consider the following conditions on an ideal I: 
(a) I m(l). 
(b) For every a E I, 3b E Z such that A’(a) is a neighborhood of&(b). 
(c) IC :I1 ‘. ICOM. 
(d) For any a E I, ,&(a) is a neighborhood of A(I). 
Then (a) e (b) -% (c) e- (d) and when (2) holds, (d) :‘- (a). 
Proqf. (a) j- (b): If a t Z 3b E I, 12 E R such that k(a) 3 D(h) > d(6), and 
D(h) is open. (b) =- (a): If J?(a) 3 u D(h) 2 d(b) then for some Z2, 
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b E AZ + h .$ AZ :A- a E AZ, so u E m(f). (a) :I (c): Letf FI and f C M. By (a), 
f~ m(I), so as in the proof of Lemma 1.8, 3h E R such thatfiz 7: 0, and 3g E I 
such that g t Al’ z- h $&I’. Hence h $ AI, so.ft OM (c) =::- (d): lffc!1, then 
by (c), if iZg 3 I 3h,,, such thatfh, ~~ 0, where 15,~ $ Al. Then 
(d) --‘, (a): IffE I, then b>- (d), A’(f) 3 u II > A(y) for some 3‘ E I and 
some h, . Since .,4!(y) is closed and .A( is quasicompact, cE(y) has a finite 
subcover IJy D(ki), which, by (2) can be written as D(k) for some k. Hence 
.A?‘( f) 3 D(k) 7 %&?(JI), which mcans 1‘ and /z are the required elements to 
satisfy (1). 
Kings with the condition introduced above allow an clemcntwisc charac- 
terization of the ideals 1: 
~‘ROI’OSITIOK 1 .i 3. ~f%en (2) hokds, 1, ia CT R ~ 3 i I with./j(O) ~. N(a);. 
The71 I, n J, -== (In 1): . d/so m(I,) (m(I)), m(1). 
Proof. I3 always contains the set in question; when (2) holds, this set is 
an ideal for if n, a’ are given, there exist h, b’ t1 with A’(6) L M(u) and 
A’(U) Cc JI(u’), and in fact, b!; (2) there exists c ~1 such that N(c) 
A(h) n ,8(V) i: ,&‘(a + a’). The set in question is always closed under 
multiplication hy elements of K, since : R(a) C A’(W) VT c Ii. Moreover, it i:: 
a z-ideal (if ,/t(c) I! .,X(a) and a t I: , then -k’(a) >,&(!I) for some h c I so 
c EIJ, and since it clearly contains I, we have equality by the original 
definition of II 
I, n J3 2 (I n 1): is always true. ConverseI!-, if s E I, n J: 3b E 1 and c E ./ 
such that .N(b) C Jl(x) and A!(c) i J’Y(,x) whence (/(hc) ,!I: J’(.v) and 
IX E I n J. 
Since ICI, , m(I) c rn(Z,). C‘onvcrsely, if .x E ?n(I:), there exist g t 1: , 
h E R, such that A’(g) C D(h) C J?(f). But g ~1: means there exists 13 ~1 
with /i E ,%il m:- g E izI. Hence ,f~ HZ(I). I Gnall!-, (m(I)), n7(1) since m(I) is a 
z-ideal. 
In this section we apply the results of the first section to a stud!, of the 
ideal structure of certain ordered rings. \Ve begin by observing that it is 
sometimes possible to focus attention on a subset of A in testing for z-ideals. 
For suppose .% C .A! and r)ME,F 32 ~: 0. Then R can be rcprcsented as a 
ring of functions .9-+ uME.,- R/M and we identify Y with r^ where i(M) 
Y + 112. Put Z,(Y) -= {ME .9 Y E M} and Z-,(I) {Z,(Y) I K t I} for T E H 
and I an ideal of R, respectively (we will suppress mention of 3 unless it is 
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specifically needed). r\;otc that if .F == .&‘, Z(T) 7: J&‘(Y) but Z(1) # &‘(I) in 
general. 
LEMhlA 2.1. If fOY all 91 E Al 
{Z(r) ==z Z(s) and s E lb/r] -~_ 1’ E Al, 
then I is a z-ideal ifJ {Z(Y) = Z(s) and s t 1) =- 7 E I. 
(3) 
Proof. The hypothesis shows that Z(Y) =- Z(s) ~. J/L(Y) = &(s) and the 
rest is trivial. 
1Vc proceed to find a class of rings for which (3) holds. A family of sets in 
.S is a z-filter if it is closed under intersections and under supersets of the 
form Z(Y). 1Vhen S is a a-filter, put 9(S) = {r E R ~ Z(r) E Sj. 
LI:hIMA 2.2. If Z(M) is a x-@es I := .f(Z(M)) is an ideal and (3) holds. 
For any J, Z(J) is closed under supersets oj the fom Z(u). 
PYOof. If 7, S El, Z(Y - s) 1 Z(r) n Z( ) s , so Y - s t Z by both properties 
of a filter. Also, if t E R, Y E I, then Z(tr) 2 Z(Y) so tr E I. Thus 1 is an ideal 
and clearly 12 M so I M. Thus if Z(T) = Z(s) and s E M, Y E I : ;I[. 
Finally Z(r) 1 Z(s) and s t; J, J any ideal * Z(Y) = Z(YS) E Z[1]. 
1Ye recall some definitions concerning partially ordered rings [3]. If R is 
lattice ordered (1.0.) every element has an absolute value denoted 1 Y 1. An ideal 
I is convex if (0 <f <g andREI] -:-.fEZ (and then /X (~1 =- a~.[) and 
1 is absolutely convex if {~ f ~ -< , R 1 and R ~11 :-. f E 1 (and then 
.x El -‘. s / E I). Then R/I has a canonical order (respectively lattice order) 
iff I is convex (respectively absolutely convex). R is quasireal if ~2 2 0 for 
all r E K, and R is convex if T :- I m-P Y is a unit. As an illustration of these 
definitions we show that the regularity of some lattice ordered rings is 
determined by the positive elements. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If R is a 1.0. ring with 1 r ie = ypsfor all T, such that for 
all I' -- 0 3x with Y% =~= Y, then R is regular. 
I+ovf. \Ve show that all prime ideals are maximal and rad 0 = 0. If P is 
a nonmaximal prime contained in a maximal ideal ,II, let a E W,P so 
a2 E ;VZ’P. The rings under discussion are quasireal so a2 2 0 and hence 
(a’)?~ ~- a2 for some X. Thus a2( I - a%) = 0 t I’, whence 1 - a”x E PC M. 
But a2 E M and 1 $ M giving a contradiction. 
If a E rad 0, a” = 0 for some integer n which we assume to be minimal. 
If a2 # 0, a2 :> 0 and a4x := a% for some x. Writing a”-l --- u7L+3a2 = u+3a% 
shows a”+’ =m a”ax = 0, contradicting the minimality of n. Finally, if a2 := 0 
then since 1 a >, 0, i a !“y : 1 a 1 for somey so / a 1 =~ 0, i.e., a = 0. 
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As a second illustration we can show when ker j’ is absolutely convex. Call 
R semireal-closed if r > 0 :- 3s with Y 9; for example, a real-closed 
field is semireal-closed and if J is a @-algebra which is uniformly closed, then 
A4/P is semireal-closed for all prime ideals P [6]. 
LEMMA 2.4. If.f: R --f S is a rirg homomorphism of 1.0. rings in which 
~ a ~2 =-- a2 fey all a, and R is semireal-closed, then f is a lattice homomorphism 
if 2 is a unit ill S. 
Proof. First of all, .f preserves order: If a _1 0 (at R), then a m=z h” so 
f(a) L-=f(b”) = f(b)’ ‘3 0 (the rings under discussion are quasireal since 
a’ = 1 a !a). Hencef(i a ;) .-, 0 and since (.f( i a 1))” = f( 1 a ;“) f (a2) f(a)2, 
therefore f(i a 1) = 1 f(a)1 and f preserves absolute values. Writing a v b for 
the sup of a and h in the lattice, (a v h) { (a v 1)) a j- h -- a ~~ 1) 1 so 
f(a v 1~) -;~ f(a v b) : f(a) L f(h) mr ;.f’(a) f(b) 
(f(a) v f(h)) ~I- (f(a) v .f@)). 
Since 2 is a unit, f(u v b) =f(a) v f(b) as required. 
COROLLARY. 1 ‘rider the hypothesis of the lemma, ker f is absolutely c0nce.x. 
Proof. If j a I c< / h , and b E ker.f, then ,f( (I ) : ..f(l b 1) sincefprcserves 
order, and if(a)1 <. j f(b)' since f preserves absolute values. Since-f(h) = 0, 
f(a) = 0, i.c., a E kerf. 
Sow suppose R is semisimple and represented on a family .% i .A!, and 
each R/r13 for 121 E .N is 1.0. Then n R/:11 is 1.0. in a canonical way and we 
shall suppose R is a sublattice as well as a suhring of n RillI. 
PKOPOS~TION 2.5. 
- 
Every hit t .Y 1s absolutely conaex; 1lerrc.e eery z-ideal 
is absolutely convex (e.g., all Al t / H). 
Proof. If 1 Y j .,< I s 1 and s E 1VI t .F-, then s”(:U) --= 0 so Y^(:If) 0 and 
r E Al. Moreover, if I is a z-ideal and i r ~ L< ~ s 1 with s E I, then Z(Y) T, Z(s) 
sohyLemma2.1,rtZ, 
COROLLARY. Condition (2) holds in R (since 0 < I a -:: a h so 
I a ~ + b ( E M -:- / a E ~K’zuhence a t Af). 
THEOREM 2.6. (a) %(I) is u z-filter ,for all absolutely conz1e.x ideals. .4n 
absolutely concex ideal I is a z-ideal iff .FZ(I) I. 
(b) If each RIM (and hence R) is quasireal, then %(I) is a z-.filter ,for all 
ideuls I, and I is a z-ideal i$f .PZ(I) m= I. 
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Remark. The assumption that each R/M be 1.0. is not necessary in (b). 
Proqf. (h) Z(f) n Z(g) = Z(f’-m g”) and f’ + g” ~1 when ft I and 
g t I. The proof is complete by Lemmas 2. I and 2.2. If I is a z-ideal and 
f~ -f%(l), then Z(g) =: Z(f) for some g E I, whence f~ I by Lemrna 2.1. 
Since IL ,/Z(I) is always true, wc have the equality. Conversely, if 
Z(f) .> Z(g) with g ~1 then by assumption, Z(g) E Z(I), so by the filter 
property, Z(f) E Z(I), i.e.,.f E X(Z(Z)) =-: I. (a) Z(f) n Z(g) ~- Z(1 f -1. K ) 
an d ‘1 t I when g E I and I is absolutel!; convex, so ‘.f ~ + g ~ E 1. 
\\Tith Lemma 2.2, the first statement is proved. The rest is proved exactI!- 
as in (1~). 
DEI:ISITIOS. R is a functional ring if it is a subring and sublattice of 
n R’.\f where each R/l2 is l.o., and ~ I’ ~% - r2 for all r E R. 
(a) I is prime. 
(11) I contains a prime ideal. 
(c) For all r either I’ v 0 or r A 0 E I . 
Psoof. (1~) . . (c): Y2 := i Y ja --3 0 -= (Y v O)(Y A 0) for all r so (b) -5 either 
I’ v 0 or r A 0 E I for all Y. (c) :- (a): Let ab E I. I&-e may suppose by (c) that 
h -= (, a - , ~~)AOEI. Then (/I E M and : a I t :Isj -- h E M so 
Z(h) 2 Z(/r) n Z(ab) E %[I]. By Theorem 2.6, b E I. 
EXARIPLI:. An F-ring [3] is a subring and suhlattice of a product of totall! 
ordered rings and ; r 1a = G in this case. 
Remark. -1 functional ring is convex and so 2 is a unit since I’ > 1 in R iff 
r :- JI 1 I in each R,/M. But 1 “p 0 so each Y > 1 will have an inverse in R. 
Since 2 I 1. 2 is a unit. 
C~N~LL.SKY I xf P is a prime ideal in a functional ring, either P is a ::-ideal 
OS P, is a prime ,--ideal (cf. Theorem 1.5). 
COROLLARY 2. L4 functional domain is a totally ordered field. 
I’~ooj1 By the theorem, every z-ideal is prime. Therefore R must be local 
since the intersection of two maximal ideals is always a x-ideal, but is never 
prime. By the continuing hypothesis of semisimplicity, R is a field. Moreover, 
(fvO)(fAO)==O--fvO=OorfhO=O, i.e., either .f ;: 0 or f -‘I 0 yf. 
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COROLLARY 3. In a functional ring, ez’ery prime ideal is contained in a unique 
maximal ideal. 
Proof. As in the previous result, if M and IV contain P, a prime ideal, then 
their intersection, being a z-ideal, should be prime, a contradiction. 
PHOPOSITION 2.8. If I is a z-ideal in o functional ring R, R/l is totally 
ordered (to.) $1 is prime. 
Pwof. A z-ideal in a functional ring is absolutely convex, so R:I is 1.0. 
JIoreover, if R/I is t.o. then for all r E R either Y =_ j I mod 1 or 
Y- - I’ modI, i.e., either 2(r A 0) tl or 2(~ v 0) ~1. But 2 is a unit in R 
(remark above) so either Y v 0 E I or Y A 0 in 1, and thus 1 is prime by Theorem 
2.7. Conversely, since (a -~ a ,)(a + / a 1) m-7 a2 -~ a ,” mu 0 for all n. either 
a-- n:tPora-{- jalEP.Sincela ’ 0, either P L a :C 0 or P - a :< 0 
in RiP, i.e., R/P is t.o. This part of the proof proves the following corollaries: 
COROLLARY 1. I' a convex pvime in R I+P t.0. 
COROLI,ARY 2. If R is functional and R/I Lis totally ordered, therl I i.s 
contained in a unique maximal ideal. 
Proof. \\;e first note that if ,d is any partially ordered ring and 1 C 1 arc 
convex ideals, then LA/1 t.o. 1:- Ag/J t.o. since the canonical homomorphism of 
2q/1 onto d/J preserves the order. Apply this to the case ICI: where / is 
convex by assumption (R/I is ordered) and I2 is a z-ideal, so is convex. ‘Then 
R/I t.o. I is prime by the proposition. Hence, by Corollary 3, 1: is con- 
tained in a unique maximal ideal. But I /I’(1) = j N(I_). 
In a functional ring, every finitely generated z-ideal is strong. \Ve prove 
this in a slightly more general situation. 
L,mvm 2.9. Jf R is a conzlex kg then (a) I a ronrex ideal r;- R/I is a convex 
ring and (b) Y a nonunit -.. SI < I fop all s F R. 
I’vor$. (a) Recall that the ordering on R:f is given by I .~ a 0 iff 
3a J‘ 0 such that a - ‘z; E I. Hence if I -1 a 1;: I r 1 there exists z 0 with 
a-- 1 ~~ u t I, i.e., a ~ 1 -~ i -- z’ L, 0 for some i. Therefore a --~ i . . I, so 
is a unit in R by convexity; say (a ~ 1) a’ = 1. Then (I -+ a)(I + a’) I -- I. 
(b) 7 a nonunit ~:- r E JZ for some :2-I E JR’; hence SY t LllVs. If SI : ’ I 1 it is a 
unit by convexity so SY must be < 1. 
If P is a convex prime in the functional ring R then by Corollary 1 of 
Proposition 2.8, R/P is a t.o. domain, and since R is convex, so is R/P bq 
the lemma. This, and the rest of the lemma, is exactly what is needed to prove 
that every ideal in R/I’ is convex (cf. [.5, Section 14.241). Moreover: 
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PROPOSITION 2.10. Ezlery finitely generated concex ideal it1 a. 1.0. ying is 
principal; hence when every ideal of a ring R is convex, R is Bezozrt. 
Proof. IYe shou- (a, h) =m (1 a + ~ b ). Since - i a -- ~ b ,,< a .I 
in -. ,b ,a~(la’ ‘- ~ b ~) bv convexity of that ideal; and similari!: for b. 
ConverseI!- - a / < a < a / & a E (’ a I), i.e., a = I a r whence n I = nr 
so N E (a). SimilarI!- h 1 E (b) so a -~ b E (a, b). 
COROJ.I.:\RY. Jf R is a subrin, (J and sublattice of JJ R/ill, eoev? finitely 
generated ,--irleal is strong. 
Pro@: .z- ideals are (absolutely) convex in these rings (Proposition 2.5). 
3. !?AMILIES OF PRIMES 
In this section u-e investigate classes of ideals suggested bp condition (2) 
of Section I. Let k be a commutative ring, il a k-algebra, andfE Iz[X* ,...., -Y,]. 
Then the structural homomorphism pA : k + -3 gives .f.4 E -4[X1 ,..., -X7,,], 
which we continue to denote byf when no confusion can result. Put 
spec, = {ideals J of rZ ~ f(a, ,...l a,) E J =:- ai E J for some i). 
EXAMPLES. If f(x, y) = 9, spec, = [J 1 J == rad Jf. If f(x, y) sy, 
specf = [J J is prime]. If f(x, y) = .S i- y2, spec, ma!; be void, but if d is 
a quasireal ordered ring, spec, contains all convex ideals I such that I 7.: rad I. 
If .& C spec, , i2 has (2) in this case. 
Xow in general if .4” is any family of ideals, we can topologize .‘Y b); taking 
as a subbasis of open sets the sets of the form D(a) [S E .‘f a qk sj for 
all a E -4. 
PROI'OSITION 3.1. .i/; is quasicompact #foT eaery injinite set of elemeizts [ai: 
not contained in any SE .Y, there exists a finite subset not contained in an> 
s F .Y-. 
Proof. (-) {aJ g S for all S -- .Y = u D(a() so by quasicompactness 
.‘/ -~ uy D(a,), whence (ai}: q S for all 5’. (-) By the Alexander subbasis 
theorem it is sufficient to suppose .Y m= u D(a,), i.e., .Y -= (S / (a,] @ S]. 
By hypothesis there exists a finite subset (aJ: such that [a!); $? S for all S 
whence .‘Y = (Jr D(ai). 
COROLLARY. If .Y’ 3 A!, then .Y’ is quasicompact. 
Proof. If {ai) p S f or all S then {ai) Q M for all M so r a,3 -: A, i.e. 
1 = cy a,x; and then {a,:; Q S for all S. 
It follows from the next result that spec, is a functor with \-alucs in the 
category of topological spaces. 
hOPOSITI0~ 3.2. If qx d p B is (I k-algebra homomorphism, theve is a 
continuous map $1 specfB --f specfA given by G(J) = ?-lJ. 
I’Foqf. Clearly $(/) is in specfA . If D(B) is a basic open set of slicer we 
show $-ID(E) = &q(E)) is open. If J n D(E) -:: is, then F- lJ n ~~-$A’ <.j 
so q1 J n E o and $J E D(E). Conversely, if J n v(E) 7: ‘cc, 3e E B such 
that y,(e) E /, i.e., e E ?-lJ = r@(J) so +(J) n E :f B. 
We begin our study of spec, by investigating the smaller set -Y;. _ 
(ideals J i f(a, ,..., a,) E J -:, a, t / for all i) and we restrict f to be homo- 
geneous of degree n. Jn fact if f is of degree m in n ,-,- m variables, ,‘/; 
as a direct consequence of the Chevalley-Warning theorem [9]. 
~HOPOSITION 3.3. (a) J E y1 :- 1 rad /. 
(1)) Yf is closed under intersections. 
(c) If ( JE}iL1 is a family of prime ideals such that Jol Q JB .for all ti i 13, 
then n J, 5 9; =j J, E -U; for all a. 
(d) CYf contains all z-ideals $ S’j 3 .//. 
Proof. (a) .A? t J -‘- -P E J G- .f(~, s ,..., “v) E / ::- .V t J. (b) and (d) arc 
trivial. (c) If jW 6 .‘r, for some U, then f(al ,..., a,) t J,, for some Q~ 4 Jn . 
Choose a,$ E JR with ai;: 6 j2 for all /3 # CY. Then 
so since n Ju E Y; , ai nsza aa E 0 JLj C /& . But neither ai nor any uli G J, 
which is a contradiction since Ja is prime. 
Writing :yf for the prime ideals in -‘r, , the proposition shows that -“/I, 
frequently determines Y; . In particular this will be so when all nonzero 
prime ideals are maximal (such as in Dedekind domains). First consider 
f(~, y) : as” -+ bxy I- cy2 and let d(f) d :- 6” ~ 4uc be the discriminant 
off. 
‘I‘HEOKl?d 3.4. /If P is a maximal ideal not containing 2, 1 t .f, iff d ::: u”? 
mod 1’. 
Proof. If f~ 1’ but y $ P, then y has an inverse mod P. blultiplping 
through by the square of the inverse leaves a.~? !- bs {- c :: 0 mod P and 
then (2ux -~ b)Z -= 4a(ax” + bz) + b2 4u(- c) + b” mod 1’. Conversely if 
d $ mod I-‘, then .v = (z -~ b),2, y -~= a are values for which f(.x, y) E P 
(where, since 2 $ P, it has an inverse mod P denoted b>- I/2). 
If P is a maximal ideal containing 2, suppose R;‘P is GF(2”). 1,et Tr denote 
the trace map of the field extension GF(2”)!GF(2). 
THEOREM 3.5. Let RiP be GF(2fl). 7’1 zen P t 9, 18 (i) abc $ P and (ii) 
Tr(ac;‘b2) ;I 0, where a, b, c are rgamed canonicallv as (tzotzzeyo) elements in 
Cx(2”). 
Pvmf. The condition abc $ P is necessarv: If anv two of n, 6, c or if a or c 
alone (or trivially if all three) are in I’. one can find .v and y not both in I’ 
such that ft P. 
1Ioreover, if b E P and ac # P, one can write the elements of I?, I’ as 
(0, I) w, ” W” ‘1 where lz =- 2” ~ 1 and w is a primitive hth root of unit\. 
On passing to R/P it then suffices to show that x3 I- w’ys 0 mod I’ for 
some .x and y not both 0 mod P. Ifs is even take s w\,‘). 3’ 1, and if 
s is odd (so h -- s is even) take y w(/( il 2, ,\‘ , 
Hence we assume abc $ P from which it follows that if,f E I' either both 
.x and y E P or neither .s nor y E 1’. 
IIut if ahr & I-‘, then a nontrivial solution of 
i.e., of 21’) ~I- u y/b” =_ 0, exists iff Tr(ca,“b”) ~- 0, since this is a standard 
equation to which one can apply the “additive form” of Hilbert’s Theorem 90. 
An equivalence relation - can be defined on the set of binar); quadratic 
forms by putting ,f -g iff ,T =- :/;, . 1Ve shall assume R is the ring of 
integers in an algebraic number field. Then R is Dedekind so it suffices to 
find when -4, Y,, and we use the following notations and results (see [I]). 
IMinc a quadratic residue symbol for 2a $ P by (a,‘P) ~~ I if a .x2 mod P 
and (a:P) -: ~ I otherwise. If a E I’, 2 $ P, put (a/P) 0. Then (u, P)(biP) 
(ah/P). If G is the Galois group of a field extension k-;L, there is a map F 
which assigns to each unramificd prime P in R the conjugacy class containing 
the Frobenius automorphism associated with P. The Cebotarev densit! 
theorem [I, Chap. VII] says that for any conjugacy class % of G, the primes P 
with F(P) ~~ % have densitv [%];[(I;]. In particular, there exist an infinite 
number of primes P having F(P) %. Finally put -3, =-- [P E .Y, I 2 $ Pi 
and call r t R square free if in the prime factorization of rR no prime occurs 
to a power higher than one. 
‘rHEOREIbI 3.6. If R is the ring qf integers in a numberfieldl and d(f) _ m2s 
where s is square free, then :?,, :=- d,, ;fJd(y) :-= t?s zllhere the primes containing m 
for zbhich 9 is not n quadratic nonresidue are precisely those contuining t with the 
same property. 
Proof. .?, :P,, -2 ((d(f)lP) - I itf (d(,g):t’) .- 1 ; 
(4f) 4xr) 1’) 1 0, 0 VP. (4) 
Claim. c/(f) d(g) mm:- d is a square in 11; for if not, consider the extension 
field h’ I,(&) of I,. Its Galois group is the cyclic group of degree 2. Since 
F(P) (1 2) (d:P) \‘d I won d 6 P, the density theorem shows that there 
exist infinitely many primes Pin H for which (djP) :I I. But since dR has onI\, 
- finitely man\ factors this contradicts (4). Hence n is a square in R. 
Thus ~~A d(g) k” so if s E P, then d(g) E I’ since s is square-free. Thus 
d(g) t .sR, say d(g) ~~- ST. Now I k’jfr/‘.S is a square in K and therefore a 
square in R since K is integralI\- closed; say I- t” whence cl(g) st’ for 
some t. 
The rest of the proof follows directly from the properties of the quadratic 
residue symbol, and from noting that the conditions of the theorem can be 
expressed as 
(mi’P) 0 (qf’) 0 0,. (5, I’) ,; ~~ 11 
(t/P) 0 : (nr,‘f’) 0 0, (s*‘P) ~.S’ ~~ I,
Remarks. (a) It is not alwa!-s possible to write (/(.f) in the form ~3, 
s square free, but it is always possible if the class numher of Ii is one. 
(b) To prove for the ordinary integers that (a:~) I for all p G. a :_ 2, 
Dirichlet’s theorem on the distribution of primes in an AI’., which is a special 
case of the density theorem quoted above, can he used.(c) Primes containing 2 
can be handled separately. For example, if N, b, L‘, E Z, 2 E :Y, ifi u, 6, C. are 
all odd itf n(f) m-m 5 mod 8. 
hoof. (i) I/ = 779 itf :4, ‘,’ Condition (ii) is clear. 
Thus forms which are equivalent in the “usual” sense (there exists a 
unimodular change of variables taking f into g so d(f) ~= L/(R)) are equivalent 
in our sense, but not conversely. 
To find spec, , having found 9, , we first considet 
.4,’ 7-L {prime ideals in spec, which arc not in 9,; 
= [P E spec, ! ,f (x, y) t P .V E P or y E P but not both). 
These will be of two types: 1. f E P -:- x E P and y $ 1’. 11. ,f E P .v q! P 
and y E P. Note that if ac 6 P then .I E P iffy E P so P 6 .Y,‘. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. P E .b,’ i# ~mm-tly two of a, h, c are in P. 
f’roof. If exactly two of a, h, c are in P then (d(f);P) / -- I, so ifJE f’ not 
both x and y are in P. Suppose a, c t 1’ and b 6 1’. Thenf E P . bxy t I’ .- s 
ory E P (but not both). The other cases are similar. Conversely, in view of the 
remarks preceding the proposition, there remain two cases: (i) If all of 
a, b, c E P thenfE P for anv s and y 6 P so P$ -f,‘. (ii) If c t P, ah F- I’ (or 
symmetrically u t t’, bc 6 P), take .x b, J -n. ‘l’hcn .I‘ b(nb bn) 
lY2 t I’, but 13’ $5 P. 
Finally we can build spec, from 9, and Y,‘: 
~'KOPOSITION 3.8. Jf {Pifymml are prime ideals such thut Pi c Pi for ai/ i { j, 
then nFsI Pi c spec, $ Pi E speci,for all i and those P, E -Y,( are all of the same 
type. 
The proof is straightforward. Xote that for norm forms ;Y(.Y - \“(?T) -:- 
x2 ~- c/y2 all primes in .YpI’ are of type I so 0; Pi E spec/- iff Pi E slxc, for all i. 
\Ve now consider norm forms of higher degree. Let w1 ,..., w,! be an integral 
basis for the number field K (so [K: Q] n and consider the norm form ) 
.f .f(x, . . . . . . Ye,) -= IV~~~(T~W~ - ..’ + xIIwJ of degree II. (A change of 
integral basis merely effects a unimodular change of variables on (x1 ,.._, .v,J 
so the norm form is well defined.) It is standard theory thatfhas no nontrivial 
zero mod p iff (p) is inert in K. 
Consider now the Galois case: Gal(K/Q) G. If ( p) P”Pzl “. and 
[(H/P): GF( p)] = ~1, then the decomposition group of P is a subgroul~ of G 
of order em. \Vhen P is unramified (e I) this subgroup is cyclic, generated 
by the Frobenius automorphism. In particular when ( p) is inert, this is the 
whole group. Thus: 
'IIHE~RI~I 3.9. [f .f is the norm ,form ,for RQ 
-YPr ~ I( p) C % ( p) is inert iu Ki. 
COROLLARY I. !f AT/Q is Galois with noncyclic Galois syvoup then .Y, . 
One can obtain a more “concrete” version of the theorem in some cases: 
COROLLARY 2. If K - Q(8) whew I, 0 ,..., 8” 1 ix an integral basis, if q(S) 
is the minimal polynomial of % ozw (2 and f = N(-\, .V,% + ‘.. .I- S,,%+‘) 
theta .‘F$ = [( p) C Z 1 p(S) is iuretlurible mod p). 
Proof. It is known [8] that under the given conditions if y(-\1) 
ql(S)‘l .‘. P;,.(~\~)“, modp then (p) factors in K as 1’;~ ‘.. 1’:‘. 
For the cubic case it is possible to write 14, in a form resembling that for 
quadratic forms, and furthermore it can be done for cubic extensions Q(&!) 
in which the basis I, \3d, <‘d* may not bc integral. For this n-e recall that 
the Hessian of a cubic ternary for, .f(-\- , , Ai , S:,) is det(?y/ix, i S,) and 
use the following result of Dickson [2]: A ternary cubic form f(x, y, ,z) over 
% vanishes for no nontrivial set of x, jr, z in GF( p) ( p 2) iff its Hessian is 
a constant multiple off and the binary form,f’(s, y, 0) is irreducible in GF( p). 
For .\-(,y 2 2~ I $ F,) ~~ ~3 i &J -I (I~_RX ~~~~ 3~/~3’~, the Hessian is 
- 54d:J so it remains to consider when .A’% (/y” is irreducible; this is prccisel!- 
when r/ is not a cubic residue mod p. Now .P1 d mod 3 and g3 d mod 
(311 2) are alwaj5 solvable and (2) $ -Y, since f(0, I, 1) C (2). Hence the 
only possible primes in .P, arc those of the form p 312 I which can Ix 
factored as n+ in Z[,], pR : I. Using the cubic residue symbol, (n’n),, \vc‘ 
have the following proposition: 
Using the above result of Dickson again, it is possible to find 9, for cubic 
forms of the t!ye g(,~,y, z) a$ : boy” t- u~z’~ ~~~ a,.~yc, by finding 
conditions under which .Yi ~= .b,, for some norm form-f. 
PHOPOSITIOIx 3.1 1. Y, = : Y,, ?jf (a) 27a,u,us I- cQZJ 0 mzd (b) d t” 
mod p (ZC~EI’C possibly t -- 0) -a either. (i) a,~, 0 mod p or (ii) a,~, .L 0 
mod p and a, a,2 mod p fw .wne s. 
Pwqf. Condition (a) espresses the fact that the Hessian of g is a constant 
multiple of g, and (b) gives exactly the conditions for thr irreducibility of 
g(.x, JJ, 0) andf(.v, J’, 0). 
The calculations required in the proof are straightforward and similar 
computations give a partial result concerning the set ~9,’ ~~ (primes in 
spccr which are not in 9,:. (However spec, cannot be constructed from 
-sipf’ as easily as in the quadratic case.) 
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